
Today's television shows about cold cases, crime scene 
investigation, and forensics have caused an increase in 
the public's perception and expectations of evidence 
management.  As a result, there is a pressing need for 
law enforcement agencies to implement solutions to 
ensure the security and integrity of evidence from 
the initial crime scene to the court room.

Public

Integrity
Peace of Mind
Excellence

Investigators
Hand-written evidence documentation should be a 
thing of the past and replaced with an automated, 
intuitive system that is customizable to meet the 
needs of each agency. Evidence collected at crime 
scenes should be immediately entered into the 
system electronically, creating an automated chain 
of custody that literally starts at the crime scene. 
This sets the stage for a successful 
investigation and prosecution.

With ever increasing caseloads, prosecutors need 
time-saving tools to help them manage their cases. 
Technology today enables them to access evidence 
information from a Web connection; they can print 

the chain of custody, view photos, play audio and 
video recordings, read lab reports, and submit 

requests and authorizations. This eliminates 
phone calls and requests for information 

and time-consuming trips to the 
property room to view evidence.

Prosecutors

The public has never been more critical of the 
criminal justice system and evidence management.  

DNA is solving decades-old cases that provide 
long-awaited justice, and convicted people are being 

proven innocent as well. Law enforcement agencies 
have been successfully sued because the evidence 

was mismanaged, which stalled their exoneration for 
many years. It is imperative that agencies understand

the importance of managing not just incoming 
evidence, but evidence they have had for decades. 

It is imperative that evidence brought to 
court have an inherent integrity, professionalism, 
and security. It must have a solid, unalterable chain 
of custody with multiple levels of security. Once 
admitted as a court exhibit, the chain of custody 
should continue on while in the custody of the 
courts and throughout the appellate process.

FileOnQ, Inc. provides agencies with these guarantees through a 100% customizable software 
solution:  EvidenceOnQ.  Agencies at the local, state, and federal level have successfully implemented 
the system to manage not only evidence, but also o!cer equipment, assets, crime scenes, fleet, and 
more. They discovered it was much more than a software system, it provided the tools they needed 
to work together and increase e!ciencies throughout their entire jurisdiction.

Courts

To Learn More:   www.fileonq.com  | 1.800.603.6802

   Providing Positive Outcomes...
Evidence Excellence - Crime Scene to Court Room
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Law Enforcement
“EvidenceOnQ gives our evidence personnel, staff, city, and 

county departments so much more capability than we have 

ever had before with regard to property and evidence.”

Rick Krueger, Lieutenant, Rochester PD, MN



 2002   
Evidence facility built to 

increase evidence storage 

2003
Evidence backlog 

negatively impacts daily 
processes

Inspection identified no
problems

July 2006
Police Chief retires

Thousands of cases 
could have negative

outcome

Corrupt evidence 
data discovered

2006
Discovered

evidence had been 
destroyed

2005
Additional evidence 

personnel hired

2004
New evidence 

supervisor hired ... Large 
purge project begins.

An internal inspection of the department's evidence unit noted “an 
alarming backlog" of evidence needing to be sold or destroyed and the 
evidence room sta! was “barely able to keep up with day to day activity." 

Investigators were not providing case dispositions to authorize the release 
of evidence. A report to the chief again stated that the unit still remained 
several years behind in getting items released or destroyed. A new 
evidence supervisor was hired, who then began a mass purge project.

Two temporary employees were hired to assist with the purge of evidence. 
With blatant disregard for the disposition guidelines of the department, they 
substituted a self-developed criteria based on the age of the case.

At the end of the year, an inspection of the evidence room identified no 
problems and indicated the backlog had been eliminated with the purging 
of over 135,000 items. However, the concerns in the previous years’ report 
regarding lack of inventories and gun traces were not addressed.

Following a vote of no confidence and despite his earlier statements that he 
would not step down, the Colorado Springs Police Chief announced his 

retirement. It then took almost 3 years to identify the problem practices  and 
implement corrective actions to rectify the evidence trouble.

Avoiding Disaster... 
Evidence mismanagement can manifest itself in acts of omission, such as failure to do regular 

audits, failure to maintain accurate chain of custody documentation, or failure to provide 
adequate training.  However, it can also come in acts of commission. The worst fear of every 
evidence manager is that they will inadvertently destroy evidence that is crucial to a case.  In 
April 2006, that fear became a reality for the Colorado Springs Police Department when they 

discovered that over 135,000 items had been destroyed in more than 5,000 cases.  

Ask Yourself:  Have I recently toured our 
property and evidence facility?

Ask Yourself: Am I familiar with our 
department policies and procedures for 
evidence management?

Ask Yourself:  Am I able to account for 
all the evidence?

Ask Yourself:  Do I provide my evidence 
sta! with the tools they need to e!ectively 
manage our property and evidence?

The Standard:  It is imperative that an 
administrator physically visit the property 
room on a regular basis.

TO VIEW THE DETAILED CASE STUDY 

Consider:  Does your evidence unit have 
enough sta!?  Is your technology up to date 
and meeting your needs? Do you have 
su"cient storage space?

Evaluate:  Are your policies and procedures 
being reviewed and updated annually? Are 
procedural audits performed to ensure the 
policies are being followed?

Inventory:  Does your evidence manage-
ment system enable you to conduct 
thorough, e"cient, and routine inventories 
of your property room?

ASK A Representative OR VISIT www.fileonq.com 

2010
 In the wake of the 2006 disaster, CSPD recovered and flourished by upgrading their technology, establishing and 
following new guidelines, and instituting a new mind set for managing their evidence. After implementing the 
EvidenceOnQ system in 2010, the CSPD evidence unit has seen improved e!ciency and has become a “model” 
evidence facility. The transition was seamless, and the o"cers actually expressed their appreciation to the evidence 
supervisor for implementing a user-friendly system that made their evidence submission process fast and easy.

Hours saved:  over 205 per month = 2,460 hours saved per year!

What acts of omission or commission led to this disaster?

The  
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Success

A True Story

 Integrity + Peace of Mind + ExcellenceA FileOnQ 
Solution Deployed

A CSPD detective, who had received a lead in a pending missing persons 
case, discovered that  all evidence had been destroyed six months earlier. The 
matter was turned over to the Internal A!airs unit and all destruction of 
evidence was halted.

After finding no criminal act had been committed in the purge of the 
property, the city auditor started an investigation.  They discovered that the 
database being used to manage the evidence  contained corrupt data going 
back several years, which questioned the validity of the evidence being held.

A report to the chief of police identified 4,177 criminal cases that could have a 
potential negative a!ect, including Child Abuse, Forgery, Homicide, Kidnap-
ping, and Sexual Assault cases. On the same day the report was delivered to 
the District Attorney, a press conference was held.


